ATS ONLINE MARKETPLACE
RELEASE NOTES
VERSION: 2016.01

ENHANCEMENTS
General


Added ability to send address to payment gateway. (CW23871)
o New Store_Setting: PaymentCCShowStreetAddress

RESOLVED ISSUES
General






Update to Store_Setting, ConfigVaultRootPath, to not require a slash at the end of the path (CW24490)
Update code for Real-Time USPS freight pricing to V4 of USPS shipping API (CW27368)
Update web services to dispose SQL connections rather than close them (CW27077)
Correct issue when using PayPal Express as a payment type when purchase orders are not enabled (CW27119)
Correct issues when using multiple entities and split cart by entity where VOL dues donation transactions
where not being created correctly (CW27388)

Billing


Dues transactions will now update Name_Fin.RENEWED_THRU (CW26567)

Donations


Corrected issue where fund raising item descriptions did not show in the shopping cart (CW27249)

Events







Correct issue where event functions that were charged $0 were not appearing when editing a registration
(CW26842)
Added error trapping for records with invalid prefixes or suffixes to display a comprehensible error message
because records with a prefix or suffix not in the PREFIX or SUFFIX general lookup table will fail (CW27776)
Now honor sort order of survey questions (web setup wizard) and event questions (staff site) (CW27387)
Corrected an issue where initial load of an event page with function limits would return an error (CW27988)
Corrected and issue with add-to-calendar feature when event had no description (CW27989)
Corrected issue when clicking on a yes/no question in an event could cause a string to number conversion error
(CW27990)

Administrative Portal




Corrected financial report in administrative portal that was reporting invalid cash accounts if you did not have
multi-entity enabled (CW27204)
Modify Validate Event Text audit report to report invalid characters correctly (CW25950)
Correct issue with values not saving when updating Store_Settings in the Administrative Portal (CW25908)
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Added new report in Customers to check for records with invalid suffixes or prefixes (not in the PREFIX or
SUFFIX general lookup table) (CW27776)
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